
JOYCE CHEN

EXPERIENCE

Viryl Technologie
 Designed and improved parts for modern automatic vinyl record pressing machines using SOLIDWORK
 Conducted failure and root cause analysis for a keyed shaft: performed cyclic loading fatigue life 

calculations and proposed tolerance, material, and dimension changes to help the shaft reach infinite lif
 Led the design for a creative and practical packaging solution to ship sensitive metal components to 

clients, collaborated with suppliers, tested samples, and analyzed cost
 Worked with compression moulding, designed parts and drawings for machining, and operated a CNC mill

Product Design Engineering

SnapPea Desig
 Conceptualized, sketched, and modelled how IoT consumer electronics look, feel, and behav
 Designed with Creo surfacing and master modelling for injection moulded parts and products such as a 

wearable device and a locking enclosure, using 3D printers to rapidly prototype and test idea
 Performed engineering verification for 8 projects in a consulting environment and met with clients to 

brainstorm or discuss improvements
 Co-developed, fine-tuned, and finalized a patent pending design for a plastic clamping mechanism

Mechanical Product Designer

3D: SOLIDWORKS, Creo, Blender, AutoCAD, 3D Printing (Ultimaker, Creality, Formlabs), CNC DATRON Neo  
2D: Figma, Adobe Creative Suite, Procreate, Invision, Clip Studio, User Scenarios, Brand Identity

Programming: C, C++, MATLAB, HTML, CSS, Sass, Bootstrap, Git

Redbull Flugtag 1st Place National Winne
 Led the complete mechanical and artistic design of the “Snap Pea Flying Machine” in a team of 9 from 

creative direction and sketches to CAD and mechanical build ou
 , then flew a victory lap in a Redbull stunt plane
Won 1st for flight distance, creativity, and showmanship

PROMPT
 Built an  that generates prompts based on user input in a team of 4 to help cure 

creative block for artist
 Created visuals for the website with Adobe Creative Suite and Figma


intelligent web application

University of Waterloo

Candidate for BASc Honours Mechatronics Engineering

Rhode Island School of Design

Illustration Major, Pre-college Program
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(647) 501-6661                
joyce.chen1@uwaterloo.ca              
/in/joycechen9              
joycechen9.github.io

Salutation Studi
 Defined the artistic style and led creative illustrations as the main designer by creating conceptual designs, 

splash art, typography, logos, icons, and advertisements in Figma, Adobe Creative Suite, and Procreate

Mobile Game Visual Designer

Ontario Institute for Cancer Researc
 Co-lead the design for a new website with user scenarios, site maps, theming guides, and wireframe
 Performed usability testing and implemented new design assets with CSS and Sass

UX Analyst and Web Designer

https://www.snappeadesign.com/post/we-can-design-anything
https://devpost.com/software/prompto
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joycechen9/
https://joycechen9.github.io/index.html












https://www.redbull.com/ca-en/events/red-bull-flugtag-canada


https://joycechen9.github.io/p-art.html
https://joycechen9.github.io/p-art.html



